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 The break in a hedgerow exposes the fragmented remains of  a shattered and 
decaying roofline. Broken beams penetrate the treeline and sky above, the fractured 
remains splintering off into every direction. A picture of  chaos yet calm and still, 
seemingly forgotten to the outside world (figures 1-3). The roof  belongs to Shortlands, 
a small cottage on a friends farm in rural Herefordshire. Now barely visible from 
the main farmyard outside its left in a state of  disrepair. Next to the cottage hidden 
behind a thick treeline is a small outbuilding, once an integral part of  the farmstead. 
It served as a garage and workshop with ancillary spaces used for the storage of  tools 
and small machinery. Since routine human interaction has left both; the cottage 
and outbuilding, they’ve taken on a new life. Life as a rich landscape saturated with 
characteristics that speak volumes about the nuances of  life here now and in the past. 

What once might have been a well kept garden, the area around the cottage was now 
engulfed by a jungle of  thick brambles, rotting wood and rusting machinery. Treading 
lightly over broken glass that crunched underfoot, I made my way through thick overgrown 
shrubs towards the entrance. As you get closer to the building the masonry comes alive, 
mortar falling from the joints and the brickwork crumbling away. Piles of  debris sit 
scattered chaotically around the buildings. As a testament to the ravages of  time, the debris 
slowly accumulating beneath the walls, makes you aware of  the processes of  ruination the 
buildings have succumbed to. Routine human interaction has left and the construction 
of  the building is reversing into rubble uncontested. The cottage and outbuilding start 
to reveal their histories as small broken openings provide windows into the past. Piles of  
shattered rock sit out of  order where mortar has eroded and masonry has fallen out of  
place. The decay of  the building seems sporadic and unpredictable. Juxtapositions of  
built and unbuilt throughout the building invites the imagination as it casts your gaze 
back in time. Thinking back to when the buildings were in use and tracing its decline 
afterwards. Outside Shortlands’ Cottage nuances of  life were exposed through the small 
rusted buckets and decaying machinery scattered across the landscape. Remnants of  
daily life on the farm sitting exactly where they were left, with moss growing around 
them securing them in position (figures 4-6). Shrubs envelop the building and the objects 
in its setting. The natural processes in the ruination of  the buildings’ portray a sense of  
time passing and bring an awareness to the time that has already passed illuminating a 
new stage in the buildings’ life. New opportunistic life now lives at shortlands, it’s become 
a microcosm filled with rich ecosystems. Still saturated with hidden traces of  the past. 

Shortlands
 



Moving aside an old rotten and cobweb covered door that was slumped against the 
closest opening, I climbed my way into the building. Inside the cottage the spaces 
were vast. The rooms inside once defined by walls, ceilings and floors were being 
deconstructed. Vistas had been created between rooms as floor boards had eroded and 
walls fell away. The outside was making its way inside through smashed windows, the 
chimney breast and cracks in the walls. The boundaries defining outside and inside 
were blurred, the building was falling to the grasps of  nature. The protective skin that 
the building once might’ve provided those that inhabited it, was now broken and the 
elements could make their way inside. The building had become a rich and sensually 
stimulating environment very different to that you would normally be exposed to in 
orderly life. Strange and ambiguous smells and sights filled the space, unusual objects 
inhabited the space. The building and the objects inside seemed intrinsically linked 
to each other as built form decayed and mixed with nature. This environment played 
an important role in telling the history of  the building. My imagination fluctuated 
between past and present constantly rebuilding in my minds eye what once was, 
imagining what it will become and speculating what must’ve happened to result in 
the landscape in front of  me. The building encapsulated the past, present and future. 
The ruination of  the building played an important role, by casting myself  back in time 
I was also able to project into the future and imagine Shortlands inevitable decline. 

It is this ability of  ruins to act as mnemonic triggers that is of  particular interest to 
me. Undominated residual spaces that are forgotten and allowed to decline, hold an 
incredible ability to evoke memory. Engaging with these sites as an act of  remembering 
pointed out to me obvious limitations with the ways we tend to engage with ruins today. 
Particularly sites of  heritage, English Heritage (referred now as Historic England as of  
April 2015) is a registered charity that manages England’s national heritage collection. 
The heritage body looks after the buildings, monuments and sites that they deem to be 
of  historic importance. In order to keep these sites available for our contemplation and 
concern now and into the future, they employ a multitude of  strategies. In an attempt 
to evoke a shared memory of  the past as an act of  cultural remembering. The level of  
control within English Heritage’s engagement with ruins is often very dominant and 
leads to a deaddening of  sites that possess mnemonic resonance. Throughout the thesis I 
aim to identify the possibilities of  ruins in evoking memory, possibilities afforded to them 
by the natural processes they undergo.  I hope to outline the ways in which conventional 
practices of  Heritage bodies such as English Heritage in the management of  these sites 
limit the potential they possess in curating and evoking memory. I believe carefully 
considered levels of  control might be beneficial at sites of  ruin, however conventional 
strategies are problematic and different approaches should be taken into consideration. 
Approaches that are sensitive to the continuing history of  sites of  ruin, which I believe 
is an important aspect in the life of  ruins. Dominant strategies arrest processes and 
sanitise sites to stop them falling into further decline. However freezing a ruin in time 
negates so much future potential, looking to contemporary engagements with the built 
environment I hope to find answers to the issues created in the pursuit of  Heritage. 
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 Visiting Winchester palace (see figures 7-19), one of  the most important buildings in 
medieval london outlined the limitations placed on ruins in the pursuit of  heritage. The 
visible remains of  the Winchester Palace today, stand parallel to the river thames, where 
a fragment of  the east elevation and foundations still stand. The gable once formed part 
of  the enclosure of  ‘the great hall’ as is outlined by a small illustrative plaque produced 
by English Heritage. The plaque sets the scene objectively to view the ruin with the 
remains’ history in mind. The plaque sites on a stand connected to a small dark metal 
fence which surrounds the visible remains of  the palace protecting it against trespassers. 
Reducing the engagement with the ruins merely to the distant gaze, a small sign on the 
only gate that leads down into the ruin reads ‘no unauthorised persons allowed’ covered 
by a security camera. This seems worlds apart from the freedom to engage with the ruins 
on my own terms i had experienced in shortlands. This fragment of  heritage had been 
reduced to an artefact, a sense of  order restricted engagement to a distant gaze. The 
historic treasure kept safe behind a metal fence from those that might disturb and harm 
this surviving fragment of  history. The fragment itself  had been restored throughout 
the years as an act of  preservation, which has helped to keep the structural integrity of  
the ruin. Breaks in the original masonry had been infilled with new stone and repoint-
ed, Limewash had been applied to protect the stonework and structural pins anchored 
the stonework in position. Nature was pushing the ruin into disrepair but the efforts of  
English Heritage were seeking at all costs to keep the ruin together in a perpetual tussle 
between; order and chaos, decay and maintenance. The continued conservation of  the 
ruin had frozen it in time, the efforts put into place were arresting the processes that 
work to destroy the ruin as it stands. The experience of  the site seemed very limited, 
the plaque providing the historic narrative of  the ruin objectively, seemed to banish any 
ambiguity the past might hold. Viewing the ruin was done so through a lense, a lense 
that guided you through a process of  remembering very different from that which I’d 
experienced at shortlands. Shortlands evoked many memories through its continued 
ruination, the lack of  dominant intervention had inspired speculation and cast my gaze 
into the past and projected into the future. 

Winchester Palace 
  



What struck me at first was the sanitisation of  the site, the gable stood clean and 
mostly free from shrubs. The little wildlife on the site had been curated to not damage 
the masonry. Small planters sat within the courtyard at foundation level. The wildlife 
was  being contained and controlled at all costs, across the site small steel fixings had 
been inserted into the areas of  new masonry belonging to other buildings overlooking 
the courtyard. The steel fixings provided support to allow plants to grow vertically in 
a controlled manner away from the historic remains giving the appearance that one 
day the courtyard might succumb to the grasps of  nature. Everything seemed ordered 
and free from chaos, predictable and curated the rich processes of  ruination had been 
arrested to keep the building in its current state, frozen in time. The chaotic debris and 
ambiguous materials i’d experienced at shortlands was nowhere to be seen at Winches-
ter Palace. The fragment stood in front of  me like a pristine artefact you might find in 
a museum. 

The rich landscapes of  misrule and chaos were nowhere to be found. Any rubble that 
might have fallen from the wall had been cleared away and what was left was the bare 
remnants of  history, echoing that of  a museum space. The artefact reconstructed and 
sterilised to ensure it can continue to play its role as a mnemonic device in the narra-
tive given by Historic England. The artefact and space around it reminiscent of  the 
glass case you might find encasing the last surviving fragment of  pottery in the British 
museum. The richness in the formulation of  memory was lost here.  The subjective ex-
ploration that cast my mind adrift in time, upon the discovery of  the remaining nuanc-
es of  the past. The building parts that fell out of  place in front of  me, revealing layers 
of  the past without curation. Remembering here was no longer subjective, and evoked 
through moments of  order amongst an otherwise chaotic landscape. The control em-
ployed to curate memory had lead to the deadening of  the ruin and therefore limited 
the mnemonic potential it might otherwise have. 
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 “De Certau Claims that places are “haunted by many different spirits, spirits   
 one can ‘invoke’ or not”, for “haunted places are the only ones people can   
 live in” (1984, page 108).The urge to seek out the ghosts of  places is bound   
 up with the politics of  remembering the past and more specifically, with the   
 spatialisation of  memory and how memory is sought, articulated and inscribed upon  
 space. Dominant strategies of  remembering tend to exorcise haunted places…Ruins  
 are sites which have not been exorcised”1

 We live in a world scarred with ruin, material remnants left behind by those who came 
before. These ruins act as windows into the past, poignant reminders of  the ravages of  time. 
We often call upon ruins to narrate the past as an act of  remembering. An act that becomes 
spatialised when memory is evoked through our engagement with ruin. After a building has 
been consigned to death it holds mnemonic resonance, an intrinsic link to the past. The cultural 
geographer Tim Edensor  often uses the term ‘ghosts’ to anthropomorphize these remnants. 
He does so as a metaphor to outline the inherent connection to the past ruins have, and the 
mnemonic resonance they posses. By engaging with ruin we revive these ghosts in the form of  
memory. The revival of  the past in the form of  memory is also discussed by Hell and Schonle2 
who propsed the notion that engagement with ruin immortalises a buildings life even after is 
has been consigned to death. This preservation of  history is done so through the formulation of  
memory. The mnemonic potential of  ruins are therefore key to reifying the past, and so it seems 
imperative to cultivate the potential of  sites of  ruin rather than limit them. Current methods of  
intervention involved in the creation of  Heritage arrest these processes and therefore work against the 
potential creation of  memory. My visit to Shortlands cottage was somewhat guided by Edensors’ 
text ‘the ghosts of  industrial ruins’. The text provided a method that enabled me to curate 
memory from my engagement there. Edensors ghosts’ could be found in the nuances of  life 
that remain today, broken and decaying they reveal something about the activities once present 
on the farm. The remnants of  a corregated bin reveals a collection of  rusting buckets and pots. 
Once integral to the systems of  life on the farm now fractured and embedded into the ground. 
These objects posses mnemonic resonance, the ordered life of  routine human interaction has 
left and the building has succumbed to ruination. The collapsed decaying objects now exist as 
remnants of  the ordered life that once existed here. The opportunistic plantlife now habitating 
these objects illuminates the ravages of  time the building has fallen to. The natural processes 
evident in the material change are a concrete reminder of  the time that has passed, therefore 
they invoke the spirits of  the life that has now left the building. This process of  remembering is 
particularly rich in ruins, that is before the ‘dominant strategies’ that result in the production of  
sites of  Heritage excorcise the ghosts that exist there.  

The ghosts of  ruins

1 Edensor, T.   2005 ‘Waste matter-the debris of  industrial ruins and the disordering of  the material world’, Journal of  Material 
Culture, 10(3), pp. 311-332 

2 Hell, J. and Schönle, A. (2010). Ruins of  modernity. Durham [NC]: Duke University Press, p.105.      



The process of  remembering Edensor vehemently expresses is “a thoroughly social and political 
process, a realm of  contestation and controversy”.3 Which becomes apparent in the approach 
often taken in conventional methods of  conservation and preservation in sites of  heritage 
and in museum settings. Caitlin Desilvey, an academic in the field of  cultural geography, in 
her book Curated Decay: Heritage Beyond saving, explains ‘we often look to buildings to act 
as mnemonic devices’ 4 because of  their ability to evoke memory. Naturally we seek to reify 
history in the present to create a connection with the past. This is done so we can make it 
available to learn from it and about it. There’s a tendency to view ruins through the lense 
of  concern, particularly in Heritage practice as we might see at Winchester palace, viewing 
them as endangered, vulnerable and in desperate need of  protection. Specific fragments of  the 
built environment today are selected, and deemed significant, if  they possess the capability to 
contribute to a shared cultural memory. When the potential of  a ruin is recognised they’re often 
seen as repositories of  important information about the past that needs to be preserved to learn 
from in the future. This lense of  concern becomes apparent as Desivey continues to explain the 
language that is used in heritage when discussing these fragments. 
 
 “The language that we use when an object or structure is recognised for its potential  
 contribution to cultural memory work immediately presumes a threat, a risk or loss.  
 We speak of  vulnerable places and things needing protection, conservation and   
 preservation. Action is required to restore or maintain the physical integrity of    
 the threatened object and ensure its survival. Intervention and treatment aim to   
 protect things from outright destruction or neglect as well as more indirect processes  
 of  erosion, weathering, decay and decomposition.”5

The tendancy is to view ruins as vessels filled with objects that hold the potential to evoke 
memory. The potential of  these objects to tell stories of  the past is under threat as memory is seen 
to be intrinsically linked to material stasis. Therefore in the pursuit of  Heritage importance is 
placed on the survival of  the material that anchors memory in place. Desilvey indicates here that 
heritage bodies, when engaging with ruins,  seek to interrupt the natural processes of  ruination 
in order to maintain its physical integrity and even restoring it, to some degree of  its original 
state. This seems to deny the rich processes involved in ruination and view the processes of  
ruination solely as threatening and destructive. Which in turn ignores the processes’ potential for 
change, something that can enrich memory. Kurmo Konsa an academic who works in the field 
of  Cultural History and Anthropology discusses the scientific intervention of  object restoration. 
Outlining that often in an attempt to retain structural integrity and objective physical truth quite 
often ‘traces of  history can be removed from an object’6. Which outlines the issues of  focusing 
on material stasis, the urge to prevent ongoing ruination removes important traces of  the past. 
Indeed it would seem the conventional approaches of  material conservation can work against 
the mnemonic potential of  ruins. This is evident at Winchestor Palace, with the sterilisation of  
the site and its continued maintenance to prevent decay. The traces of  the past have been wiped 
from the site in order to protect the ruin. Loose rubble has been removed to reveal the fragments 
that remain intact. Limewash covers the original material in order to prevent weathering and 
erosion, new mortar sits in place to fill the cracks and stabilise the masonry. History of  the ruin 
is being removed in an effort to preserve material integrity. 
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3 McCarthy, K. 2012 ‘Broken Memories or Shards of  the Past? Ruins and Identity in an Irish Pilgrimage Site’. The online post-
graduate journal of  the College of  Arts, Celtic Studies and Social Sciences. 
Available at http://publish.ucc.ie/aigne/2012-01/01-larson-2012-01-en.pdf  (last accesses 12.01 08/04/18) 

4 DeSilvey, C (2017) Curated Decay: Heritage Beyond Saving , MinneapolisLondon: University of  minnesota Press,  p.3 

5 Ibid,  pp.3-4 

6 Konsa, K. (2018). Modern Conservation: Connecting Objects, Values and People. [online] Core.ac.uk. Available at: https://
core.ac.uk/display/43658160 [Accessed 16 Apr. 2018].



The ruin an ambiguous marginal landscape of  misrule and decay, is viewed (In Practices of  Heritage) 
as a material vessel containing a collection of  objects with rich mnemonic potential. A vessel 
that is under threat of  extinction. Memory and material are percieved as intrinsically linked 
to one another. So in this mnemonic relationship the destruction of  the physical counterpart, 
would mean the destruction of  cultural meaning and therefore memory. This reliance on 
material matter for the cultivation of  memory drives the intervention of  Heritage, often 
into the realms of  practising too much control, which as previously outlined can eradicate 
the ghosts that live in ruins. Historic England, amongst a multitude of  other Heritage 
bodies intervene at ruins in order to curate and portray history as a series of  narratives. 
The narratives are used to provide information about a sites history as an act of  cultrual 
remembering. Made available to the public, ruins are called upon as visible material evidence 
for the narratives that convey information objectively about the past. Often conveyed as voice 
recordings and text on plaques standing beside historic fragments, the narratives invite the 
imagination to rebuild the fragments imagining what was before. Supplied with facts and 
reconstructed images we’re often spoonfed information to remember the past. The past in this 
instance, carefully filtered to formulate a series of  stories that encapsulate the feel of  a moment 
in history. And so, in the treatment of  ruins, processes of  selecting, sifting and filtering are used 
specifically to collect objects to perform the narratives. Desilvey discusses the straightforward 
treatment of  places of  decay in Heritage practice as a filtering of  information7. Which 
automatically indicates to a dilution of  ruins, places with incredible potential for the curation 
and evocation of  memory. Showing the issues in the mechanisms integral to the creation of  
Heritage. 
 The roles museums and places of  heritage take on, is one of  a performative nature. 
They curate and present narratives as an act of  remembering through the mnemonics of  
historic remnants. This narrative performance objectively portrays only part of  a ruins history. 
The whole curation of  a ruin forces it to play the role in a story, rather than allowing the 
natural mnemonics of  the ruin to reveal traces of  the past itself. Which if  we re-visit Kurmo 
Konsas observation on the conservation of  Heritage objects’, can lead to ‘traces of  the past 
being removed’8. This is exactly what Edensor describes in a critique on Heritage practice 
explaining how it, ‘seamlessly banishes the ambiguity and multiplicity of  the past’9. Done so, in 
an effort to portray a narrative to its visitors through ‘ a series of  potted stories which attempt 
to capture the feel of  a historical period’10. This practice limits both the mnemonic potential of  
the ruin and also the subjective engagement of  the visitors. Edenser reinforces this idea stating 
Heritage sites’, ‘potentially limit the interpretive and performative scope of  the visitors11. By 
selectively collecting mnemonic objects Heritage seeks to articulate memory into material. 
Providing a space filled with objects that tell stories of  the past, inscribes memory into place. 
This shows a reasoning behind the focus on material memory in Heritage. The way in which 
Heritage works perpetuates the notion that memory is reliant on its material counterpart 
within ruins to survive. In Heritage sites and museums, objects not only inherantly hold 
their own traces of  the past but adopt the defined rhetoric prescribed by the curators. This 
alignment of  the mnemonics of  an object to a dominant narrative changes completely, the 
existence of  a ruin. Indeed therefore it would seem levels of  control need to be less dominant 
at sites of  ruin so as not to hinder the natural mnemonic resonance they possess. If  we are to 
consider this in terms of  De Certaus’ Ghosts, levels of  intervention must be curated in such 
ways that they don’t excorcise the ghosts that haunt ruins. Therefore it would seem a delicate 
relationship exists, between levels of  intervention and the potential to evoke memory. 
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7 DeSilvey, C (2017) Curated Decay: Heritage Beyond Saving , MinneapolisLondon: University of  minnesota Press  

8 Konsa, K. (2018). Modern Conservation: Connecting Objects, Values and People. [online] Core.ac.uk. Available at: https://
core.ac.uk/display/43658160 [Accessed 16 Apr. 2018].  

9 Edensor, T. (2005). The Ghosts of  Industrial Ruins: Ordering and Disordering Memory in Excessive Space. Environment and 
Planning D: Society and Space, 23(6), pp.829-849. 

10 Ibid. p. 831 

11 Ibid. p. 831



The processes of  curation often result in the erasure of  traces of  the past. multiplicity and 
ambiguity are removed in order to portray a clear narrative. So much so that as described 
earlier the narrative can eclipse the history of  a ruin. It also effects the future of  ruination, 
arresting the processes involved in the demise of  ruins(which are interestingly the processes 
that result in the formation of  ruins). Ruins can become frozen in time, in order to protect 
the integrity of  the material memory has been inscribed upon. scientific engagement 
intentionally interrupts the natural processes that instigate material change. In order to stop 
the deterioration and decay of  material the future ruination is arrested. The potential provided 
by processes of  ruination is stopped through the sanitisation of  ruins. Therefore a disregard 
of  the natural ongoing history of  ruins is created. This rich mnemonic resonance I had 
experienced at Shortlands as it has taken on after its intended life would be disregarded, in 
the unlikely event that it would be used as a site of  national Heritage. The richness of  the ruin 
would be disregarded in favour of  a prescribed narrative. The more recent histories of  new 
opportunistic life, be it plants, animals or humans inhabiting the space would be disregarded 
and washed away. It is my view that the entire history of  the built environment is important, 
as it all at some point has played a role in the evolution of  ruin. And the ruin in turn recalls 
that past through the physical traces of  its life that evoke memory. So to sterilise a ruin of  
its traces of  the past, in order to translate a narrative that recalls only part of  a buildings’ 
history. Therefore only an obscured and filtered record of  the past exists to call upon for our 
contemplation and concern. 

 The mnemonic resonance of  ruins is important for the act of  remembering through 
material. This is something that museums and places of  heritage acknowledge, however they 
are also responsible for the limitations they create in the deaddening of  cultural memory. In 
the subsequent chapters I will address the inherant potential of  ruins to evoke memory as 
sites of  ruination through selected themes. In order to acknowledge the importance of  more 
recent histories, the traces of  which are usually ignored. Therefore the focus of  this thesis is the 
possibilities that ruination and sites of  ruin create that are often overlooked and neglected in 
conventional heritage practice. In contrast to the normal prescribed processes of  conservation 
and preservation I will look to fresh experimental approaches to engagement with ruins as an 
antidote to these conventional practices. 
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 “Fragments tremble at the threshold between wholeness and partialness; the fragment  
 engages the mind in imaginative reconstruction. Of  ruins, which are a species of    
 fragment, Tim Edensor writes how they ‘function like Rubin’s’ vase/profile   
 illusions, allowing the viewer to see the intact object and its disappearance at the same  
 time’(Steinmets, 2008 p.232).”12

 The fragment, exists as a part of  a former whole. By its nature, it holds an intrinsic 
link in its partialness to its past. The processes of  erasure that a fragment has undergone 
creates a dichotomy of; that what is present and that what is not, that what currently is and 
that what was. This inherent link to the past evokes our curiosity and contemplation. Robert 
Harbinson in the epigraph of  ‘Ruins and Fragments’ describes an ineffable attraction we have 
towards fragmentation. He questions the nature of  such attraction towards ‘the fragment’ of  
something rather than a whole. ‘Perhaps we’re able to find meaning within fragmentariness, 
before there is content to fill it’13. Harbinson rhetorically questions whether the fragment 
itself  encapsulates inherent meaning before we become aware of  its past narrative. I suppose 
the physical existence of  fragments possess a certain truth in that they are physical evidence 
of  the existence of  a former whole. And so, the partialness of  ruins as a fragment indicate 
towards something missing, and therefore beholds an innate ambiguity about the past. 
This absence casts our attention through time, evoking questions about the past in an act 
of  subjective remembering that engages our imagination. In this instance, the process of  
ruination that result in fragments, create possibilities to those who seek to find meaning in 
their incompletion. Fragments cause us to undertake ‘imaginative reconstruction’14 Despite the 
meaning we might already find within a fragment. Dobraszczyk explores ideas around this notion 
of  imaginative reconstruction. Acknowledging he is referring in part to large scale ruination, he 
indicates towards the ability of  ruin as fragment to allow us to seek meaning in imaginative 
engagements with them. By ‘stitching multiple fragments together’15 he outlines an unrestricted 
subjective engagement with ruins we might undertake in order to explore the multiplicity that 
the fragment provides. Dobraszczyk refers to the imaginative projections of  the future we 
might create. We might however also use this imaginative ability to seek meaning from the past. 
We might use it  to deduce historical narratives using the parts we have access to. We seek to 
deduce historical narratives by reconstructing these pieces into a composition that makes sense. 

The Fragment

12   Bowring, J. (2018). Melancholy and the landscape. [S.l.]: Routledge, p.109.

13 Harbison, Robert. Ruins and Fragments: Tales of  Loss and Rediscovery (Kindle Locations 33-36). Reaktion Books. Kindle 
Edition. 

14 Ibid.  (Kindle Locations 14-15). 

15 Dobraszczyk, P (2017) The Dead City: Urban Ruins and the Spectacle of  Decay, London : I.B.Tauris & 
Co. Ltd.    p.16 



The richness of  imaginative reconstruction however, can become lost if  
historical narratives are constructed objectively for us. It becomes evident that 
the fragment, as an entity, possesses large scope for multiplicity and subjective 
interpretation. The ambiguity and mystery of  ruins, is something people seek as 
they look to protest the dominant narratives that turn ruins into sites of  heritage.           

 “urban explorers’ fascination with ruins … stems from a desire to engage with  
 history on their own terms, free from interpretative schemas that change ruins  
 into heritage. Although many urban explorers are drawn to the rich historical  
 association of  ruins, they resist being told how to interpret them, demonstrated  
 perhaps most obviously in the approach adopted by the conservation group  
 English Heritage, where the ruins they open up to visitors are almost always  
 accompanied by interpretative plaques and signage. In contrast to this, urban  
 explorers’ approach to history is often strongly imaginative, a meld of  the   
 real and the fictional which sees explorers casting themselves forward in time in  
 ruins, imagining a post-apocalyptic future in which they are perhaps the only  
 human survivors.”16

   
And so, ruin plays a role in casting our imagination into the future. The ‘set of  
historical paradoxes’ Dillon acknowledges that ruins’ embody, allow them to exist 
as ‘a remnant of  and portal into the past’ whilst ‘casting our gaze into the future, 
predicting futures in which the present will fall to similar disrepair and decay’17. 
This historical paradox creates an awareness of  the temporality and transience of  
the present. It exists momentarily and therefore immediately becomes the past.18 
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16 Dobraszczyk, P (2017) The Dead City: Urban Ruins and the Spectacle of  Decay, London : I.B.Tauris & 
Co. Ltd.    p.16 
 
17 Dillon, B (2011) Ruins, London: The MIT Press. p11 

18 Dobraszczyk, P (2017) The Dead City: Urban Ruins and the Spectacle of  Decay, London : I.B.Tauris & Co. Ltd.    pp.15-17



Gordon Matta-Clark, an American artist undertook a series of  artistic explorations in 
Deconstructivism in the 1970s. His piece ‘Building cuts’ offered an alternative approach to 
engaging with sites of  ruin and dereliction highlighting the potential richness in the processes 
involved in ruination. One particular examples of  Matta-Clarks’ performative interventions  
was ‘Conical Intersect’. Matta-Clark created cuts in the fabric of  two 17th century buildings 
which had been consigned to demolition to make way for the Centre Pompidou. In a critique 
of  urban regeneration Matta-Clark explored concepts of  ‘completion through removal, collapse 
and emptiness’.19

Matta-Clark performed a process of  cutting into the buildings, as a form of  undoing the building 
in an unsympathetic fashion. Using processes of  deconstruction his work explored the notion 
of  the fragment. By cutting into buildings Matta-Clark deconstructs them in order to find a 
sense of  completion in fragment remnants. When Matta-Clark extracts material, he explores 
the processes of  ruination. By acknowledging completion in fragments through the processes of  
removal, collapse and emptiness Matta-Clark provides insight to the potential of  deconstructive 
processes. The fragment provides rich mnemonic possibilities, which might be hindered in the 
processed of  restoration. What is absent in the composition of  a fragment provides potential to 
construct memory, the work of  Matta-Clark acknowledges this. 

Entropy, Decay and Chaos are manifested within Matta Clarks work. Matta-Clark instills a sense 
of  incoherance in his work through the cuts he makes. By cutting the complete building whole 
into a juxtaposition of  fragments, he is able to disrupt coherence. Juxtaposing built and unbuilt, 
presence and absence in the creation of  a fragment. The focus of  Matta-Clark’s work lies with 
what is present and what is absent in equal measures. The erasure of  building through the 
selective cuts creates an immediate connection with the past. Redefining  the spatial sequences 
and integrity of  the structure in an effort to explore notions of  transience.20

In ways previously outlined this work can allow us to extend our imaginative reconstruction to 
Matta-Clarks work. He affords this by bringing awareness of  absence.

 “The cut becomes a source of  stimuli for the mind and the imagination. It starts a  
 process of  assemblage using different sets of  information gathered from the object,  
 composing these into new surreal forms, and imagining stories unfolding within the  
 boundaries of  this newly created void” 21

The absence between the fragments stimulates us to try to remember the former whole. It gives 
us a framework to reconstruct what might’ve been. And so Matta-Clark instills a mnemonic 
resonance in the building as Pizzagalli observes, ‘the cuts are used as an act of  preservation’ . In 
that in the creation of  fragments, Matta Clark preserves a memory in the mind of  the observers 
by creating meaning. He employs the nature of  the fragment to explore the inherent spatial 
tensions that are created between parts. 
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20 dpr-barcelona. (2018). Deconstructing Reality | Gordon Matta-Clark. [online] Available at: https://dprbcn.wordpress.
com/2012/01/26/gordon-matta-clark/ [Accessed 16 Apr. 2018]. 

21 SPACES, POETICS AND VOIDS. (2012). 1st ed. [ebook] Faculty of  Architecture, Delft University of  Technology. Available 
at: http://modi-operandi.bk.tudelft.nl/wp-content/uploads/2015/09/Spaces-Poetics-and-VoidsSimone-Pizzagalli.pdf  [Accessed 
5 Apr. 2018].



The void becomes as much of  an object in the composition of  the building as the remaining 
fragment. Pizzagalli, when discussing Matta-Clarks building cuts states that ; 

 “ The absence of  any rational and conclusive formal value is a sign of  the rich   
 potential and profound otherness of  the void. Its capacity to evoke analogous   
 meanings and forms in our memory and imagination”22 

The fragmentation within ‘building cuts’ is analogous to that which occurs naturally in ruination. 
This shows fragmentation is pivotal to the creation of  meanings within our memory. Which 
in turn highlights the inherent potential in ruins anyway, the process of  restoration as an act 
of  conservation seems therefore limiting to these rich potentials. By attempting to reconstruct 
the voids between fragments as they originally were closes the voids surrounding and between 
fragments. This limits the potential meaning as Pizzagalli observes ‘the rich potential and 
profound otherness’23. Matta-Clarks’ engagement creates a sense of  entropy and somewhat 
ambiguity through his unbuilding.  His cuts work to increase the entropy of  the building, taking 
the buildings composition towards a higher state of  entropy. The curated cuts explore the 
entropic potential held within the building. However the level of  control over the cuts still allow 
the cuts to be reversed. The engagement here explores the parameters of  entropy within the 
building. 
 
 “Matta-Clark’s cuttings stopped just short of  realizing the potential entropy contained  
 within a building; the cuts explored and displayed the structure, but did not allow the  
 structure to pass beyond the point of  irreversibility”, as Andreas Papadakis described  
 it, a situation where the structure is shaken, but does not collapse. It is just pushed to  
 the point where it becomes unsettling.”24

 
The building cuts provide vistas through the building, the constituent components become clear 
and we are able to start reading the building as its exposed to us. The erased sections force the 
remaining fragments to expose themselves and their past to us, in the same way Edensor notices 
the same process of  decay in ruins. The control over the building seems fairly minimal in the 
way it is then explored by visitors. This allows for a subjective remembering and also a cultural 
or collective remembering. One that we might’ve engaged with through a playful exploration. 
Without having clearly defined narratives or a rhetoric to guide you through the experience of  
the building, Matta-Clark gives the freedom to experience the fragments subjectively. My visit 
to Shortlands illuminated for me, the work of  Matta-Clark and revealed the importance of  
the processes he was exploring. His explorations in fragmentation, deconstruction and entropy 
echoed that which was found within the nuances of  chaos at shortlands. The decaying broken 
floorboards of  Shortlands opened up vistas through the building. Connecting spaces by breaking 
down the formal boundaries of  the buildings structure. In the same way Matta Clark broke 
down the boundaries of  spaces with his curated cuts. The buildings both succumbed to the 
processes of  unbuilding and became a composition of  ambiguous spaces. Unusable spaces were 
opened up through destruction and in the formulation of  the space the remaining fragments 
spoke volumes of  that which was absent. 
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Chaos and order are concepts which are manifested within ruins and ruination. I approach 
these themes in order to understand their role in the creation of  memory or the potential 
they possess to do so. Entropy, is a term used across disciplines but is usually concerned 
with statistical mechanics which was coined in order to explain the increase of  ‘disorder, 
chaos or disorganisation’. Desilvey notes that despite this “shorthand invocation of  the 
term” its definition is closer to “a measure of  the multiplicity of  potential arrangements 
of  matter within a given system. Systems with a greater range of  potential configurations 
are described as existing in a state of  high entropy”25. This term tends to be adopted across 
the academic fields concerned with ruins. Ruin’s often being described as places of  high 
entropy. If  we consider a building in a state of  dereliction, the daily routine of  human 
interactions and maintenance have left. We might consider the workshop at Shortlands. 
When the workshop was in use, a state of  order would have been maintained by the 
regular human interaction with the building. Procedures of  maintenance would ensure a 
specific state of  order.26 These disciplinary procedures survive as long as routine human 
interaction persists as they provide a constant maintenance of  order.(Here I am referring 
both to the positions of  things within the building as well as the state of  the building 
itself). Once routine interaction or continuous maintenance leaves this order becomes 
lost and so the entropy of  the building increases. Desilvey animates the concept of  
entropy when referring to ruins with the use of  an analogy of  a bedroom. She states that; 

 “A tidy or ordered room is a room where the items in the room inhabit a   
 small set of  possible places—the books on the bookshelf, the clothes in   
 the dresser, and so on—while a messy or disordered room is the set of  all   
 other configurations. . . . Thus, a messy room does not have higher    
 entropy because it is messy or disordered but rather because there are   
 more configurations [that would count as messy] than an ordered or tidy room”27 
 
And so, when the prescriptive mechanisms in place that keep a certain order to a building 
leave and the building becomes derelict it is susceptible to fall into disorder. Meaning to 
have a high amount of  possible configurations to the placement of  objects inside. Desilvey 
states that once a building is ‘caught up in active processes of  decay and dereliction it 
has a higher entropy’28. This is because the routine interactions bring a sense of  order 
and therefore predictability to a building. If  something is out of  place in relation to how 
the building has been configured by those that inhabit it, it is moved back into place. 
Decay however is a process that works against this order instigating material change and 
multiplicity which leads to an element of  uncertainty and unpredictability. So when a 
building takes on a state of  dereliction, material change and object reconfiguration can 
happen uncontested. 

 Chaos and Order 

25  DeSilvey, C (2017) Curated Decay: Heritage Beyond Saving , MinneapolisLondon: University of  minnesota Press,  pp.9-13

26  Edensor, T. (2005). The Ghosts of  Industrial Ruins: Ordering and Disordering Memory in Excessive Space. Environment and 
Planning D: Society and Space, 23(6), p.841. 

27  DeSilvey, C (2017) Curated Decay: Heritage Beyond Saving , MinneapolisLondon: University of  minnesota Press,  pp.9-13 

28   Ibid,  pp.9-13



So when objects fall out of  order in the case of  ruins, they remain so. The locations of  
objects within a ruin falls into disorder and therefore chaos. With building elements and 
objects both inhabiting a building, decay causes a breakdown into constituent elements 
(a topic discussed further in the chapter entitled ‘Decay’ It’s important to note this here 
however). The disorder of  objects within a ruin is only exaggerated when these objects 
break down, fall apart and mix with each other. Within ruins an element of  chaos ensues, 
irreversible entropy creates a landscape of  unpredictability. 

 “These regulatory forms, along with the whole spatialised sequence of    
 production, are deconstructed by decay as walls erode and rooms belong   
 to formless labyrinths. First-storey foremen’s domains collapse into the shop  
 floor and boardrooms are, like every other space, empty and rotting ...”29 

Here we see the complexity and disorder that decay adds in the breakdown of  space. 
Forming complex unpredictable and labyrinthine landscapes through the deconstruction 
it creates. The former order of  spaces and the chaos that ensues in disorder, are constantly 
evident within ruin. This haunts the space through the juxtaposition that occurs in ruins 
with the presence of  both chaos and order. Order referring back to the mechanisms 
that kept the building under control, and disorder a state the building is falling into. 
Decay not only evokes memory through the physical juxtapositions that refer back to 
ordered histories and disordered presents. Disorder in ruins allows things to inhabit 
an unpredictable space, the unpredictability of  these environments stand out in stark 
contrast to remnants of  order. Reading a juxtaposition of  chaos and order together 
creates a spectacle which affords ruins mnemonic resonance. In sites of  heritage ruins 
are often ordered to banish the ambiguity and multiplicity of  the past (as mentioned in 
the previous section).  Which negates the potential of  disorder in evoking memory. 
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Order and Chaos is a theme which manifests itself  within the work of  Cornelia Parker entitled 
‘Cold Dark Matter: an exploded view’. The piece itself  consists of  the curated fragments 
from a garden shed that were created through destruction. Parker used explosives to destroy 
the shed and collected the remaining fragments in their damaged state. The fragments 
become the subject of  Parkers work, so too does the destructive processes behind the material 
change the shed has undergone. Parker articulates the destroyed remnants of  the Garden 
shed in a curated chaos by creating a suspended mobile from the damaged remnants. The 
complexity inscribed upon the shed through the destructive processes are echoed in the way 
Parker exhibits them. The fragments are suspended in a violent fashion where Parker has 
sought to collaborate with the destruction and portray the trauma resulting in the fragments 
into the piece. When viewing this work we might contemplate Edensors discussions of  the 
order and disorder found within ruins that, he claims haunt ruins constructing memory. 

 “ordering is continually haunted by the spectre of  disorder, which comes to pass…  
 And, conversely, in the subsequent ruin signs of  order haunt the disordered space   
 which emerges.”

Within Parkers work we have both parts of  ordered fragments that still read as parts of  the 
original composition(before destruction). We might recognise a still complete and coherent 
window frame which is juxtaposed in amongst fragments that barely resemble the garden shed 
they were once a part of. Here the dichotomy of  order and disorder in equal measure does 
infact evoke memories in the way Edensor describes. The spectacle of  order and disorder within 
the piece therefore make reference to the shed before and after its destruction. That is if  we 
regard the shed before construction as an ordered whole, and the somewhat unpredictable 
reconfiguration of  the remaining fragments as disorder. Parkers work illuminates the destructive 
process she uses, articulating the pieces by suspending them in such a way that it’s reminiscent 
of  an explosion. Cold dark matter, in this instance draws upon destruction as a creative 
agent for change. The title of  the piece reinforces this perception as destructive processes 
of  change can in fact be used at something with creative potential. Parker entitles the piece 
‘Cold dark matter: an exploded view’ which helps us in viewing the piece with destruction 
in mind. In the same instance referring to two states, the exploded view and another. The 
other view in this case is the garden shed before its destruction. (Name) discusses this idea, 

 “The title helps trace the relationship between the assemblage suspended      
 before us and the creative work of  destruction that the artwork draws upon.”

This therefore sets the tone for us to contemplate the artwork by inviting us to imagine the 
‘other view’, one of  an unfragmented coherent and predictable whole(one which might 
conform to the typology of  the shed shown in the ‘before’ image). This, as mentioned 
before instigates the processes of  imaginative reconstruction as an act of  remembering that 
what was before. A subjective engagement which is left largely unprescribed to the viewer. 
Parkers engagement here, in a similar fashion to Gordon Matta-Clark’s cuts which can 
be seen as a direct act of  preservation, specifically by drawing our gaze and contemplation 
but not eclipsing the history with a dominant narrative. The chaotic articulation of  pieces 
within the mobile, creates a sense of  irreversible entropy. The destructive agent of  change 
has resulted in the disintegration of  structure and the chaotic disorganisation of  fragments.  
The spectacle of  order amongst disorder within ruins narrate something about the past. It speaks 
volumes of  the nuances of  life that have passed and brings awareness to the current state of  
ruins. This allows us to engage in acts of  remembering invoking the past into the present. Often 
disorder is eradicated from ruins in the persuit of  Heritage, order is often reinstated negating 
the potential of  chaos and entropy. And destroying the spectacle of  order juxtaposed within a 
landscape of  disorder. Heritage sites become predictable landscapes in order to clearly articulate 
memory, that which doesnt support the agreed narrative is cleared away and sifted out of  ruins.
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 Decay, is a natural process integral to material change within ruins, responsible for 
the breakdown of  matter creating new and unpredictable environments from ones we’ve left 
behind.  Decay breaks down substances into their basic properties, through biological, chemical 
and physical processes. Decay is instigated and driven by an agents resulting in material stasis 
breaking down, which releases waste componants which frees them up to be used elsewhere 
And so the process of  Decay marks both; the end of  something, by breaking down material 
structural integrity. Consequentially leading to its break down into constituent parts. But also the 
beginning of  something new, the process of  decay releases the base components of  that which 
is decaying, which can then be  used for something else. And so the breakdown of  one structure, 
creates the potential for something new.

During a buildings intended life it is constantly under a state of  maintenance, this keeps the 
building and objects inside safe and maintained away from the grasps of  decay so that they 
can function as intended. When a building falls into disrepair and dereliction however, the 
building succumbs to processes that instigate deterioration and material change. Within ruins, 
objects’ functions and values becomes obscured as they are subject to new forces of  decay. Their 
recognisable form breaks down and it becomes instead something ambiguous. These objects 
however, communicate a sense of  obscurity and deformation acknowledging the change they 
have undergone in comparison to their former existence where objects are assigned places and 
meanings. This highlights the richness in the process of  material change, meaning and function 
can become obscured and take on a different role, one of  ambiguity, multiplicity and mnemonic 
resonance. 

The richness of  material change instigated through processes of  decay are manifested in the 
work of  Gordon Matta-Clark.  Matta-Clarks’ building cuts acknowledge the potential of  
material change. His cuts working in the same way as processes of  decay in ruins. 

 “ ruination produces a defamilarized landscape in which the formerly hidden emerges  
 and the building regresses to a state which recalls its own construction.”32

 Decay 

32   Edensor, T.   (2005) ‘Waste matter-the debris of  industrial ruins and the disordering of  the material world’, Journal of  
Material Culture, 10(3), pp. 311-332 [Online]. Available at: https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5577cb2ae4b049f9488d-
4c04/t/5633783de4b0ee8fa8386b46/1446213693973/edensor_2003.pdf  [Accessed: 5 Apr. 2018].
 



 Matta-Clark becomes an active participant in the decay of  structural integrity creating 
new environments that break down the derelict building. His cuts breakdown space as well 
as structure, connecting spaces within the building through the breakdown of  walls, as well 
as breaking down the boundaries of  inside and outside space. This erosion of  the protective 
envelope of  the building allowed weather to penetrate the building, deconstructing the notion 
of  a protected inside allowing decay to work with his cuts. 

 “ the artist provides an entry point to an understanding of  the object-building,    
 revealing part of  its hidden elements, drawing attention to the inside spaces by    
 making  them visible from the outside, and reducing them to a non-usable composition  
 of  spaces.” 33

Matta-Clark’s cuts acknowledge the destructive impetus of  decay appreciating the potential for 
change and mnemonic ability it possesses. The breakdown of  space exposes the material and 
structural components, revealing the construction of  the building. Matta-Clark transforms the 
building into a new rich yet ambiguous landscape. Creating debris and breaking down spatial 
function alongside natural decay. He creates geometric holes that allow both visual penetration 
and directs the effects of  natural material change. His precise geometric holes stood in stark 
contrast to the naturally decaying building. In this sense Matta-Clark collaborated with the 
decaying process in that his cuts would destroy the structural integrity of  the building in the 
same way as decay would. However his clean cuts juxtaposed the organic breakdown of  decay. 
In this way both application natural and manmade compliments the other in that the presence 
of  one communicates an awareness of  the other. The presence of  both, in this way also recalls 
the building to a time before dereliction, in a state of  perfection or wholeness.This state of  
juxtaposition is something that affords ruin mnemonic resonance, as discussed by Dillon. When 
a building exists in a state of  ruination is actively decaying it ‘adopts a set of  temporal and 
historical paradoxes.’ As building parts and objects decay and fall apart at different rates they 
become juxtaposed and the dichotomy of  a recognisable whole, and the obscure decaying (or 
decayed) fragments exists.

Decay is a natural and inevitable process rather than something instantaneous. A gradual process 
that buildings succumb to when routine human interaction has left. One that seeks to un-build 
them leaving only memories in their places when everything has decayed. And so when decay 
is present when a building becomes obsolete, what it leaves are physical traces of  what came before in 
the accumulation of  waste matter. Decay is integral to material change within ruins providing 
mnemonic resonance through the new landscapes it produces. 
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In 1993 Rachel Whiteread, a British artist created an artwork she entitled  ‘House’. Whiteread 
creates sculptures often using casting as a method to produce them, in the case of  ‘house’ 
whiteread embarked on creating a full sized cast of  the entire interior space of  a house in 
east london. The row of  houses on Grove Road, London E3 5SL near Victoria Park, were 
consigned to demolition in order to make space for a new public park. Whiteread was given 
permission in October 1993 to create a temporary public sculpture from the last remaining 
house. 34 Once Whiteread had cast the interior spaces of  the house in concrete, the house was 
systematically dismantled and peeled away from the now concrete interiors. In the creation of  
house, Whiteread undertook an engagement with architecture as an act of  remembering, all the 
while acknowledging the importance of  transience and temporality. 

Whiteread created a presence from something which no longer remained, a house in a state 
of  dereliction was erased and what remained was an object that made reference to nuances 
of  space which were no longer there. She created a physical trace as an act of  remembering. 
Whitereads casts, portrayed the moments within the building during its dereliction before it was 
erased. In the time between acquiring the building and its erasure, whiteread unbuilt the house 
in doing so she articulated memory. Memory that didn’t narrate a specific story or adhere to 
a specific narrative, instead she collaborated with the processes of  ruination including decay, 
echoing them in her actions. She deconstructed the building leaving a physical trace in its place. 
Her engagement unbuilt the envelope of  the building revealing the interior to the gaze of  the 
public. Much in the way decay works to unbuild, as the structure of  a building decays parts 
previously hidden are revealed. By unbuilding and picking apart the material remnants of  
the building, Whiteread invited the public were invited to remember what existed before the 
sculpture. The internal spaces once voids were transformed into physical sculpture. For a while 
existed as traces, formed through the deconstruction of  the building. And so Whiteread used the 
process of  deconstruction to make temporary traces in the same way as decay does. 
One of  the reasons ruins have such mnemonic resonance is the richness in the way they 
stimulate the senses when we engage with them. Decaying and decomposing material provide 
rich landscapes unlike the otherwise regulated world. The landscapes make us very much aware 
of  the material change through the ways in which they stimulate our senses. 

 “Ruins are sensually charged with powerful smells, profuse and intrusive textures,   
 peculiar and delicate soundscapes, as well as perplexing visual objects, juxtapositions,  
 and vistas, all at variance to the sensually ordered world outside.” 

Edensor makes us aware of  the richness in decay, when he explores them he expresses landscapes 
where the rich sensual experience exaggerates the vast different states of  ruins and ‘the ordered 
world’. These spaces evoke memories simply because the sensual stimulation is left to exist within 
ruin. The smells, sounds and textures aren’t sanitised and so the interjections of  memory can be 
triggered subjectively. 
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Jane and Louise Wilson, are british artists that undertake engagements with obsolete buildings. 
They record these places in order to capture the human experience of  these buildings in their 
state of  dereliction. The sisters’ work acknowledge the ongoing history of  the buildings they 
visit. Their current states of  obsoletion and decay are the focus of  the artistic engagements 
and work. 

Louise Wilson, discussing a collection of  works surrounding a series of  visits to obsolete war 
bunkers in France deliberates the urge to protect ruins. She explains, 

 “There’s a difference, in my opinion, between conservation and preservation. If  you’re  
 preserving the ruin, then you are perhaps looking after it but allowing nature to take  
 its course. If  you are conserving it, then you may have to physically remove it from its  
 setting  so that it won’t suffer coastal erosion. But to remove it from its setting would  
 take it out of  context. And remove our direct connection to the importance of  that  
 moment in time, history,  and place.”36

Here L Wilson expresses the importance of  sites of  ruin. Acknowledging the urge to remove 
these from the landscape and therefore the natural processes that work to erode and decay 
their structural integrity. However what’s interesting to consider here is L Wilsons focus on the 
importance of  the building in its ruinous state. To acknowledge every part of  the ruins history 
rather then dislocating it and therefore freezing it in time and arresting ongoing history in its 
active landscape. The Wilsons’ sisters work appreciates and highlights obsoletion and the life 
of  a ruin after its intended use. 

As mentioned before it is the tendencies of  conventional conservation practice to view decay 
as solely destructive and threatening to material memory. Which is why such a strong focus is 
given to processes of  intervention. To avoid the material change as an act of  conservation, so 
these mnemonic objects can survive to evoke memory. The sterilisation of  these objects and 
sometimes the restoration is used in an effort to stop their breakdown and disappearance. This 
however freezes ruins at the point in time they were called upon to act as an artefact used to 
evoke memory. By arresting the processes of  change, the potential for change stops and the 
future of  these objects stops. 

36 Kilston, L. and Kilston, L. (2018). Artists Jane and Louise Wilson Photograph the Architecture of  Decay. [online] The Getty 
Iris. Available at: http://blogs.getty.edu/iris/artists-jane-and-louise-wilson-photograph-the-architecture-of-decay/ [Accessed 8 
Apr. 2018].

 



Conclusion  
Sites of  ruin posess incredible mnemonic ability. Often we call upon ruins in order to recall 
the past to us as an act of  remembering. Conventional engagements with sites of  ruin however 
are often quite problematic. The conventional mechanisms in place to curate memory, for 
sites of  Heritage, often arrest the processes that provide ruins with mnemonic resonance. This 
freezes ruins in time, limiting the potential they possess to translate information about the 
past. The themes addressed throughout this thesis, I believe are integral in the formulation of  
memory within ruins. Levels of  control and manipulation with ruins can, it would seem have 
a large impact on the potential of  ruins to formulate a connection with the past. Control can 
be found  in heritage sites in various different forms in an attempt to curate memory. However 
its important to remember the delicate nature of  memory evoked through ruins. Subjective 
remembering can easily be extinguished through dominant levels of  control. As we see in 
Winchestor Palace, the playful engagement with a ruin can be taken away and reduced to such 
a point that it hinders the imagination. Instead the objective translation of  information takes 
over the process. Which stands in stark contrast to Shortlands where the ruin and those that 
engage with it had the freedom to curate memory on their own terms, removing the punctual 
chronologies of  time and casting ones imagination back and forth. Lots of  artwork in the 
twentieth century explore and collaborate with the concepts of  ruins. The ones outlined within 
this thesis provide examples to consider ways in which bodies of  Heritage might benefit from 
embracing material change and ideas of  transience. The artworks provide insight to different 
ways of  viewing change and transience, ways that don’t negate their potential but instead 
embrace it. They have adopted techniques of  formulating memory through buildings but have 
also acknowledged the transience in material stasis. And so the acts of  curating memory didn’t 
rely on the material integrity of  buildings, they acted as more of  a temporary celebration of  
ruins. The work of  Gordon Matta-Clark oulined the inherant mnemonic resonance of  the 
ruin as a fragment, and also the processes that result in that fragment. By adopting processes 
of  deconstruction he acknowledged the potential to find memory within absence. Through 
attacking the physical integrity of  a building memory can be formulated creating a dichotomy 
of  presence and absence. He brings buildings to the verge of  irreversible entropy which 
illuminates the spectacle of  order and chaos, a juxtaposition that constantly casts our gaze 
back and forth in time to moments of  occupation, maintenance and order and dereliction, 
disorder and chaos. The work of  Cornelia Parker explored the notions of  chaos and entropy 
in the same way, acknowledging the potential of  processes that result in material change. 
Helping us to understand destructive processes dont just work to break down material stasis 
but also work to form new environments. The destructive processes in Parkers work act as 
mechanisms for instilling memory into place. The Wilson sisters express an acknowledgement 
for the importance of  the life of  buildings after they’ve fallen into a state of  disrepair and 
abandonment. Often Heritage disregards the more recent history of  ruins, in preference of  
a prescribed narrative that points back to a time where a ruin was in use. When this happens 
traces of  the past can be removed in the preparation of  ruins. Rachel Whiteread explores the 
notions of  the fragment and ideas surrounding transience. Her engagement with a derelict 
building articulates memory in the celebration of  its life, creating a connection with the past 
only temporarily bringing awareness to the presence of  absence. 

This thesis aims to illuminate issues in the conventional ways we engage with ruins in the 
pursuit of  Heritage. Providing some insight to experimental ways in which we are currently 
engaging with buildings after their life in other disciplines. Perhaps in the future more 
consideration will be given to the levels of  control and manipulation of  ruins, in order to 
cultivate memory. Acknowledging the potential of  the ruination process in the curation of  
memory. 
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